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3.1    INTRODUCTION 
 
Smart Antenna with RF beamforming capability can greatly 
improve the performance of the vehicle communication system by 
providing better link quality and high immunity to interference. 
Butler Matrix is a well-known beamforming network. It can be 
used for multibeam antennas. The Butler Matrix increases the 
system capacity and provides higher signal to interference ratio, 
consequently enhancing the overall system performance. 
            Several studies have been conducted related to the 
cascading Butler Matrix. In an Multi Port Amplifier (MPA) 
application, a signal entering one port of the Butler Matrix is 
divided into equal parts. The signal is then amplified by all the 
amplifiers and then recombined by the combining Butler Matrix at 
the output port that corresponds to the particular input port.Suarez 
also reported that the introduction of the cascading Butler Matrices 
improves the performance of antenna parameters such as cross 
over and beam orthogonality. 

 In this chapter, the RF front end system of cascading 
Butler Matrices are integrated with active elements such as Low 
Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) and High Linearity Low Noise 
Amplifiers (HL_LNAs). The first and second stage LNAs are 
mounted before and after the first Butler Matrix. The first Butler 
Matrix is used a power divider to divide the input signals. The 
second Butler Matrix is used to recombine the signals from the 
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input ports to regenerate the broad beam characteristics of the 
individual antenna elements. As a result, high linearity and broad 
beam signals are produced on the output ports of the second Butler 
Matrix while high gain and narrow beam signals are produced on 
the output of the first Butler Matrix. 
 
 
 
3.2    DESIGN AND MEASUREMENTS 
 
The configuration of the system consists of an array of dipole 
antennas with 0.5 λ (lamda) spacing, LNAs, Wilkinson power 
divider, HL_LNAs and two Butler Matrices as shown in Figure 
3.1. From the figure, input ports are ports 5 - 8. The output ports 
from the second Butler Matrix are ports 1 - 4 while the output ports 
from the first Butler Matrix are port 9 - 12.  

The system is operating at 2.45GHz. The LNAs, 
HL_LNAs, Wilkinson power divider and Butler Matrices are 
fabricated on FR4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4. The 
gain of the LNAs and HL_LNAs are approximately 17dB and 
11dB respectively at 2.45GHz.  

The Butler Matrix is a combination of 90˚hybrids, 0dB 
crossovers and phase shifters, used for beamforming because of its 
simplicity and easy fabrication. Figure 3.2 shows the measured S-
Parameters of an individual 4x4 Butler Matrix when input port 5 is 
fed. From the figure, with the output ports defined as ports 1,2,3 
and 4, the input return loss (S55) is less than –10dB in the 2.42- 
2.48GHz bands. While the output responses (S15, S25, S35, S45) 
are about -8dB at 2.45GHz.  

From the system configuration, signals amplified by 
identical LNAs enter the input ports of the first Butler Matrix and 
are subdivided into equal amplitude with progressive phase 
variation across the output ports, for high gain, narrow beam 
reception. These signals are then re-amplified by the second stage 
identical LNAs before feeding into the Wilkinson power dividers. 
The signal from one end of each Wilkinson forms a narrow output 
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beam while the signals from the other ends of the Wilkinsons are 
fed to HL-LNAs to be amplified and recombined in the second 
Butler Matrix. 

 When compared to a system involving direct, single ended 
amplification of the individual antenna outputs this system offers 
enhanced linearity, because the outputs of the four high linearity 
amplifiers are power combined by the second Butler Matrix. 
Further, the effect of the loss of the Butler Matrix on the system 
noise figure is reduced with the introduction of LNAs before each 
stage of the first Butler Matrix. The effects of interference and 
cross coupling in this experiment are reduced because metal boxes 
are used to shield each of the modules. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 The system configuration 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Measured S-Parameter of a Single Butler Matrix 
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3.3    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the output signals from Ports 1-4 for the broad 
beam system when input port 5-8 are fed with input signals. From 
the figure, output signals S18, S27, S36 and S45 clearly dominate. 
The signals are at least 10dB more than the outputs associated with 
the other input ports. The gain at these output ports is around 32dB 
at 2.45GHz. It clearly indicates that the four outputs from the 
second Butler Matrix will have beam patterns close to those of the 
individual array elements.  

On the other hand, the measured S-parameter results from 
Figure 3.4 indicate that when an input port is fed with signal, four 
approximately equal output signals will emerge from the output 
ports of the first Butler Matrix. The gain at all the output ports 
from all the input ports is around 19dB. The difference of around 
10dB between Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 is mainly due to the gain 
of the HL_LNAs after the Wilkinson power divider.  

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the linearity measurement 
of the receiver system. Figure 3.5 shows high linearity signals from 
the second Butler Matrix while Figure 3.6 shows the lower 
linearity signals coupled from the first Butler Matrix outputs. From 
Figure 3.5, 1 dB gain compression for these ports occurs at an 
output power of 19 dBm. While 1dB gain compression for the first 
Butler Matrix outputs occurs at the output power in the region of 
10 dBm . 

Radiation pattern measurements of the system are shown in 
Figure 3.7. Measured radiation patterns from Port 9 to Port 12 of 
the first Butler Matrix are shown in Figure 3.7a. The figure clearly 
shows the beamforming pattern with narrow beam when a single 
Butler Matrix is used in the system. Figure 3.7b shows the 
radiation pattern output from the second Butler Matrix. It shows 
than when Butler Matrices are cascaded broad beams will appear, 
as the individual antenna patterns are regenerated. The results 
clearly illustrate that when the proposed setup is implemented two 
types of pattern will appear. The narrow beam can be selected for 
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long distance communication while the broad beam can be used for 
shorter distance communication. The second Butler Matrix acts as 
a four-way power-combining network, which will create a nominal 
6 dB improvement in linearity. The slight distortion of the broad 
beam shape on Figure 3.7b is probably due to the Butler Matrix 
phase shift error and cross coupling effects. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3 S-Parameter Measurement of Cascading Butler Matrix 
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Figure 3.4 S-Parameter Measurement of a Single Butler Matrix 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Non-linearity Measurement from the second Butler Matrix 

outputs 
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Figure 3.6 Non-linearity Measurement from the first Butler Matrix 

outputs 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Radiation Pattern Measurement of the system (a) Narrow 

Beam (b) Broad Beam 
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3.4     CONCLUSIONS 
 
Broad beam high linearity and narrow beam high gain signals are 
generated when passive elements such as the Butler Matrices are 
cascaded and integrated with the active elements such as the 
LNAs. At the output of the second Butler Matrix, large signals 
from sources close to the receiver are amplified with high linearity 
while signals from more distant sources have the benefit of high 
antenna gain at the output from the first Butler Matrix. This setup 
is potentially useful for vehicle applications when Inter Vehicle 
communication and Vehicle to Roadside communication are 
required simultaneously. 
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